
  

Intersectionality is a concept that can be used to explain the process of subject               

formation through style-fashion-dress. What people wear tends to become “an          

articulation of multiple cultural discourse”. There are different subject positions that           1

are embedded in these cultural discourse over which people tend to have little control,              

such as gender, nation, sexuality, class, age, place, race and ethnicity, and others.             

Intersectionality is a social process in which people engage in continuous exploration            

on who they are and what they should be when interacting with other people in               

different social circumstances; people tend to develop “an ongoing sense of self and             

identity in a changing world”.  2

Personally, I am a person who loves the sense of freedom and unrestrained. This is                

the reason why I would like to study in the United States, a country cherishing               

freedom, democracy and individuality. Therefore, like many Americans especially         

Americans in the west, I like to wear clothes that are more casual, sport, and outdoor.                

Fig. 2 shows my favorite dress style: a pullover, a pair of slacks, and a pair of                 

sneakers. Certainly I also prefer adorn with a variety of accessories to make myself              

more attractive and impressive.  

I think my dress style is influenced by the subject positions such as sport, gender,                

age, place, class, and major. As a girl, I hate the feeling of being said to be vulnerable                  

and feeble. Probably unlike many other girls, I like doing a variety of sports a lot, and                 

I also like going to gym, on a weekly basis. I think it is a good way to keep my body                     

fit and attractive. I also think that I should display my vitality and energy of my                

current age. Because I was not born to a very wealthy family, I was also not subject to                  

different restraints, plus that my parents actually gave me a lot of freedom. This also               

1 Susan Kaiser, “Fashion and Cultural Studies” (New York and London: Berg, 2012), 36. 
2 Susan Kaiser, “Fashion and Cultural Studies” (New York and London: Berg, 2012), 39. 
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influenced my personality and preferred dress style. I think I am much influenced by              

the place and environment here in which people are more tolerable of a variety of               

dress styles, so I feel more comfortable staying in the United States than China. As a                

student of fashion studies, I am also interested in trying different styles of clothing              

and accessories.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 my intersectional map  
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Fig. 2 my favorite dress style 
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